
“Add-on Option”, what is this and how does it work? 

Package of 3 Includes: Three 90-minute private coaching sessions. Total = 4.5 hours. 

Must be used within 2 months of workshop. Limit of 1 package per person.


Payment: You attend the workshop for $300 USD. If you choose the add-on option, the 
payment for each session will be donation-based. There is no suggested amount. Payment is 

what you value the sessions to be. See the Donation page for more details.


************************************************************************************* 

Note:


Payment Plan: Ordinarily folks pay in full. However, if you need to split the total into two 
payments of $150, no problem. Just send an email with your request 


and it can be arranged. The workshop will begin after completion.

******************** 

Affordability: All private sessions not paired with a workshop will gradually increase in price 
over time. But the group and private workshops will always offer donation-based sessions as 
an optional add on. This combo of workshop and private sessions was intended to be a more 
affordable way to give folks access to a well-rounded coaching approach. At 8.5 hours it’s a 

good taste and short-term investment for your mind and maturation.

******************** 

Best of Both Worlds: The workshop itself serves as a useful and informative platform for the 
sessions to launch from. Generally speaking, it helps identify how you currently view your self 
and your life. And it creates an important basis for what you might want to target and refine in 

the sessions. This is why it’s standard practice to begin with it as a new client. 


The sessions allow the workshop insights to be explored and addressed more thoroughly. But 
even if you don’t add on this option, you’ll still leave the workshop with plenty of personal 

tidbits and tools to carry you onward and upward.

******************** 

 



